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A B S T R A C T   

Research suggests that at the core of paranormal belief formation is a tendency to attribute 
meaning to ambiguous stimuli. But it is unclear whether this tendency reflects a difference in 
perceptual sensitivity or a decision bias. Using a two-alternative forced choice task, we tested the 
relationship between paranormal belief and perceptual sensitivity. Participants were shown two 
stimuli presented in temporal succession. In one interval an ambiguous Mooney Face (i.e., signal) 
was presented, in the other interval a scrambled version of the image (i.e., noise) was presented. 
Participants chose in which of the two intervals the face appeared. Our results revealed that 
participants with stronger beliefs in paranormal phenomena were less sensitive to discriminating 
signal from noise. This finding builds on previous research using “yes/no” tasks, but importantly 
disentangles perceptual sensitivity from response bias and suggests paranormal believers perceive 
things differently.   

1. Introduction 

Our perception of the world is not merely determined by information conveyed through our senses but is strongly influenced by 
prior knowledge about the world (von Helmholtz, 1866). Signals registered by our sensory organs are inherently noisy and fragmented, 
so our percepts are generated through a process of unconscious inference. Thus, the brain is very efficient at inferring meaningful 
patterns from fragmented or ambiguous sensory information (Clark, 2013; Dayan et al., 1995; Friston et al., 2012; Gregory, 1980; 
Hohwy, 2013; Kanizsa, 1955; Rao & Ballard, 1999). This explains, for example, why we can so easily detect a face from the shadows, 
despite limited information provided to the retina. But it can also explain how in daily life, we sometimes make perceptual errors, such 
as in the case of face pareidolia, where we perceive inanimate objects as possessing a face (Caruana & Seymour, 2021; Keys et al., 2021; 
Palmer & Clifford, 2020; Partos et al., 2016; Wardle et al., 2017). This strong tendency for the brain to make sense of stimuli based on 
noisy or ambiguous sensory data is an adaptive and general function of the brain. Interestingly, a belief in paranormal phenomena is 
also thought to have evolved from a similar need to predict and explain sources of nonsensical sensory data in the world and to reduce 
uncertainty (Inzlicht et al., 2009; Irwin, 1994; Lange & Houran, 1999). 

It has been proposed that a perceptual bias to detect meaningful patterns in ambiguous sensory noise may lie at the core of 
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paranormal belief formation (Barrett, 2000; Barrett, 2004; Barrett & Keil, 1996; Barrett & Lanman, 2008; Blackmore & Moore, 1994; 
Bressan, 2002; Guthrie, 1995; Krummenacher et al., 2010). There is indeed evidence that paranormal believers are more prone to 
jumping to conclusions on the basis of inadequate evidence (Blagrove et al., 2006) and perceive patterns in nonsensical sensory stimuli 
(Blackmore & Moore, 1994; Blackmore & Trościanko, 1985; Bressan, 2002; Brugger, 2001; Brugger et al., 1990; Gianotti et al., 2001; 
Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki et al., 2013; Riekki et al., 2014; van Elk, 2013; van Elk, 2015; van Elk et al., 2016; van Prooijen 
et al., 2018; Willard & Norenzayan, 2013; Wiseman & Watt, 2006). In the visual domain, research has shown that people who believe 
in paranormal phenomena have a strong tendency to erroneously identify faces in scrambled configurations (Krummenacher et al., 
2010), to judge ambiguous motion displays as comprising of a human agent (Riekki et al., 2014; van Elk, 2013), and to evaluate 
pictures of landscapes as more face-like (Riekki et al., 2013). 

A notable limitation of studies examining perceptual bias and paranormal beliefs is their failure to disentangle perceptual sensi-
tivity from response bias. For example, most studies reporting that paranormal believers are more prone to ‘seeing’ human-like 
qualities in noise require subjects to make dichotomous “yes/no” judgments about whether those qualities are present (e.g., Riekki 
et al., 2013; Riekki et al., 2014; van Elk, 2013; van Elk et al., 2016). These judgments are confounded because a stronger tendency to 
say a feature is present does not necessarily indicate a stronger tendency to perceive it. For example, in a study that used ambiguous 
biological motion point light displays to examine illusory agency detection in paranormal believers and sceptics, participants were 
required to make a “yes” or “no” decision about whether a human walker was present (van Elk, 2013). It was reported that paranormal 
believers gave more ‘yes’ responses in this task. While this could indicate that paranormal believers had a higher sensitivity to 
perceiving human walkers in noise, the result might also reflect a greater tendency to say a human walker was present when uncertain. 
Sceptical individuals may also tend to say “no” when uncertain and exhibit a more conservative criterion to acknowledge the presence 
of a walker. There has been subsequent research aimed at eliminating this confound (e.g., by using categorisation tasks; van Elk et al., 
2016), but unfortunately this has failed to resolve the issue (i.e., any categorisation task is also susceptible to response bias). Moreover, 
signal detection theoretic approaches suggest that believers are more liberal with their response criteria compared to sceptics, making 
more false alarm responses rather than correctly detecting a signal more often (Gianotti et al., 2001; Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki 
et al., 2013; Tsakanikos & Reed, 2005; van Elk, 2013). Thus, the reported findings that paranormal believers are hypersensitive to 
perceiving meaning from noise leaves open the question of whether this truly relates to sensitivity differences or more downstream 
processes, such as response bias. 

In the current study, we use a two-interval forced choice (2IFC) task to directly test whether individuals holding paranormal beliefs 
show a difference in sensitivity to discriminating meaningful patterns from noise, removing the possibility of measuring a response bias 
to report that a pattern is present when uncertain. In a typical 2IFC experiment, stimuli are presented in two intervals. One interval 
contains the signal stimulus (e.g., an ambiguous face). In the other interval, a noise stimulus is presented (e.g., an ambiguous non-face). 
Participants are required to indicate in which interval the signal stimulus is present. Unlike the “yes/no” tasks used in previous 
research, the 2IFC task provides an estimate of perceptual sensitivity that rules out the possibility of a bias to report the presence of a 
signal when uncertain (Fechner, 1860/1966; Green & Sweets, 1966; Jogan & Stocker, 2014). This is because individuals are forced to 
choose between two stimuli, as opposed to being asked whether a signal is present or not. Thus, a bias to report having seen a 
meaningful pattern when a participant is uncertain will not interfere with task performance. With the 2IFC task, participants must 
prove they perceive the signal, and their claims can be checked. Given this advance over previous experiments, we hypothesised that, if 
paranormal belief is associated with a perceptual difference (rather than a response bias), a reduced sensitivity to discriminate a 
meaningful stimulus from noise would be observed in performance differences in our 2IFC task. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

The study received ethics approval from the Western Sydney University Research Ethics Committee (H12571). Participants were 
undergraduate psychology students, recruited through Western Sydney University’s online participant recruitment platform. In total, 
74 participants were recruited, and received course credit for their time. Data from 3 participants were removed due to non-serious 
attempts (e.g., 1 had more than 30 % responses <80 ms after stimulus onset and 2 had mean performance below chance). This 
resulted in data from a total of 71 participants (57 females, 12 males, 2 non-binary, mean age 21). All participants had normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision. 

2.2. Paranormal belief assessment 

We used a subset of questions from a self-rating questionnaire created by Fahrenberg & Cheetham, (2007), which we translated into 
English from German. This questionnaire has previously been used to assess various beliefs (e.g., brain and consciousness, free-will and 
determinism, a belief in God, meaning of life and morality) in a large population of undergraduate psychology students and has good 
test–retest reliability. For the purposes of our study, we focussed on the four items related to beliefs in paranormal phenomena, where 
we could calculate a PARA score (Fahrenberg & Cheetham, 2007). High PARA scores indicate a belief in paranormal phenomena, such 
as extrasensory perception, telepathy, miraculous mental healing, the validity of exorcism and horoscopes. Low scores reflect a 
sceptical attitude or rejection of such concepts. Participants were instructed to rate how much each question applied to them on a 6- 
point Likert scale. For example, for the item ‘Parapsychic phenomena such as extrasensory perception and telepathy do really happen, 
at least in rare cases’, participants were required to provide a response ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 6 (Strongly agree). 
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2.3. Stimuli 

Mooney face images created by Schwiedrzik et al. (2018) were used as signal images in the experiment. These images are freely 
available online and include a large range of ambiguity levels that allowed us to probe perceptual sensitivity to faces under high 
conditions of uncertainty and to avoid ceiling effects. Substantial individual differences in face detection have previously been 
measured with these stimuli (Schwiedrzik et al., 2018; Verhallen et al., 2014), providing us with an opportunity to measure a broad 
range of perceptual responses. Previous related research has used pareidolia images (e.g., a face in the clouds) (Riekki et al., 2013). Use 
of such stimuli is problematic because an accurate response cannot be verified as pareidolia faces are not real faces. Our stimuli were 
real, albeit degraded, face images, and thus correct answers could be verified in our task. 

For our 2IFC task, we selected a subset of images from the original set (Schwiedrzik et al., 2018). Specifically, we chose a random 
selection of 170 Mooney face images in their upright and inverted form (Fig. 1). Upright and inverted images were presented as signal 
images in the experiment. The inclusion of inverted images was aimed at increasing stimulus ambiguity (Valentine, 1988). We also 
included 170 scrambled images (using 96 from the original set and creating an additional 74 based on the approach used by 
Schwiedrzik et al. (2018). The scrambled images were used as noise stimuli, designed to measure false alarms from our participants. 

Participants were seated 57 cm away from a computer display and performed the experiment in a dark room. Stimuli were pre-
sented on a 15-inch gamma-corrected CRT monitor (refresh rate of 60 Hz, 1024 × 768-pixel resolution, background luminance: 50 cd/ 
m). Stimuli subtended 7 × 10 deg of visual angle and were generated in Matlab (Mathworks, MA) and Psychtoolbox (Pelli, 1997). 
Responses were collected via a standard keyboard. 

2.4. Procedure 

The experiment was run in two parts. First, participants completed a 2IFC Mooney face discrimination task. They were shown 
examples of the stimuli prior to testing and were given opportunity to practice beforehand. On completing this task, we administered 
our questionnaire via Qualtrics to assess the extent of participants’ beliefs in paranormal phenomena. 

In the 2IFC Mooney face discrimination task, participants were presented with two ambiguous images in temporal succession 
displayed in the centre of the screen (Fig. 2). One image was an upright or inverted Mooney face (i.e., degraded signal). The other 
image contained a scrambled match of that image (i.e., noise). Each stimulus remained on the screen for 500 ms, separated by a blank 
period of 300 ms. After the two images were presented, a fixation dot appeared in the middle of the screen. Participants were then 
forced to indicate (via a keyboard response) which of the two intervals contained the Mooney face. The task was non-speeded. If 
participants were unsure about which interval contained the true signal, they were asked to guess. By forcing participants to choose 
from two stimulus intervals, the potential of response bias confounds related to reporting the presence of the signal when guessing was 
eliminated from our task. An inter-trial interval of 600 ms followed each response before introducing the next trial. A total of 340 trials 
were presented to each participant. The interval containing the face signal was selected at random on each trial. Participants were 
given a break half-way through testing. The order of the trials was randomized across participants, but each participant was presented 
with the same stimulus pairs. Accuracy data and response times were recorded on each trial. 

Fig. 1. Example stimuli. Signal stimuli were Mooney Image presented either in upright (left) or inverted form (middle). Noise stimuli comprised of 
the same Mooney Image but in scrambled form (right). 
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2.5. Analysis 

The relationship between paranormal belief tendency (i.e., sum of PARA scores) and face vs non-face discrimination sensitivity (d’) 
was explored using nonparametric Spearman’s correlation analysis in JASP. 

3. Results 

Generally, our participants provided responses to our paranormal beliefs questionnaire that were in line with previous findings 
from a study on 540 first year undergraduate psychology students (Fahrenberg & Cheetham, 2007). Our participant sample provided a 
full range of responses. A summary is provided in Table 1. 

Generally, participants performed well on the Mooney face discrimination task and in line with previous findings of face inversion 
effects (e.g., see Valentine, 1988). Mean sensitivity was d’ 1.809 ± 0.473 sd. Participants were generally more sensitive at discrim-
inating upright Mooney faces from noise (mean d’ 2.469 ± 0.616 sd) compared to inverted Mooney faces from noise (mean d’ 1.150 ±
0.417 sd), t(70) = 24.153, p < 0.001, d = 2.866. Our analysis found that paranormal beliefs were associated with poorer signal from 

Fig. 2. Example of a single trial: One stimulus is presented (in this case noise: a scrambled Mooney image) followed by the second stimulus (signal: 
Upright Mooney face). Participants are forced to make a judgement about which of the two intervals contained the signal. This eliminates a potential 
bias to report the presence of a face when uncertain about the percept. 

Table 1 
Summary of participant responses to questions relating to beliefs in paranormal phenomena. Participants were instructed to rate how much each 
question applied to them on a 6-point Likert scale (6 = strongly agree).  

Questionnaire item Range Mean Standard 
deviation 

% 
Agree  

1. True miracle healing (e.g., as reported from places of pilgrimage) does happen in cases of serious and chronic 
physical illness. 

1–6  3.141  1.543  21.1 %  

2. Parapsychic phenomena like extrasensory perception (i.e., direct perception that occurs outside our sensory 
system) and telepathy (i.e., transmission of mental content) do happen, at least in rare cases. 

1–6  3.423  1.518  33.8 %  

3. In extreme cases, it may be appropriate for an experienced priest to perform an exorcism (ritual to counteract 
demonic influences). 

1–5  2.859  1.676  26.7 %  

4. Correct statements about the character of an individual and sometimes even predictions of life events (i.e., their 
destiny) can be derived from horoscopes. 

1–6  2.606  1.626  16.9 % 

PARA total score 4–21  12.056  4.828   
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noise discrimination performance. Specifically, a two-tailed Pearson’s correlation found evidence for a significant negative rela-
tionship between one’s tendency to believe in paranormal phenomena and one’s sensitivity to discriminate signal from noise (Fig. 3). A 
statistically significant relationship was observed between PARA scores and d’ measures for upright Mooney face trials, r(71) =
− 0.242, p = 0.042, 95 % bootstrapped CI: − 0.430 – − 0.042. This relationship was not observed for inverted Mooney face trials (r(71) 
= − 0.039, p = 0.747, 95 % CI: − 0.243 – 0.163). Consistent with a true perceptual effect measured using a 2IFC task, these findings 
suggests that a stronger tendency to believe in paranormal phenomena is associated with a poorer sensitivity to discriminate upright 
face signals from non-face noise. 

Our results demonstrate a relationship between one’s beliefs in paranormal phenomena and one’s ability to discriminate upright 
faces from non-face noise, however, there is a possibility that idiosyncratic response preferences of participants (i.e., favouring one 
interval over another) may lead to performance differences across subjects. Research has shown that while a 2IFC experiment may 
eliminate biases to report the presence of a signal when uncertain, large sensitivity differences can be measured between the two 
intervals (e.g., Yeshurun et al., 2008). This poses a problem for the interpretation of our results because our signal was always 
randomly allocated to one of the two intervals as opposed to being equally balanced across trials (and therefore participants). Thus, our 
design could have inadvertently produced slight asymmetrical performance differences across participants, particularly if idiosyn-
cratic response preferences exist across the sample. 

To address this possibility, we used the approach by Yeshurun, et al. (2008) to determine whether differences in discrimination 
performance exist between trials where the signal is present in the first interval compared to the second interval. We found that indeed 
large differences in discrimination performance exist, with trials that present the Mooney face signal in the first interval producing a 
larger d’ than the second interval. This was observed for both upright (t(70) = 5.873, p < 0.001, d = 0.697) and inverted trials (t(70) =
2.702, p = 0.009, d = 0.321), and is consistent with other findings from 2IFC experiments (e.g., see Yeshurun et al., 2008). 

Based on the above findings, we looked at whether the relationship between task performance and PARA scores could be explained 
by asymmetric signal–noise configurations across participants and different preferences for favouring one interval over the other. Our 
analyses revealed no significant relationship between PARA scores and differences in the proportion of first-interval trials displaying 
the signal, r(71) = 0.024, p = 0.839, 95 % bootstrapped CI: − 0.210 – 0.256. We also found no evidence for a relationship between 
differences in PARA scores and the proportion of first interval responses made by participants, r(71) = 0.140, p = 0.243, 95 % 
bootstrapped CI: − 0.096 – 0.362. These analyses indicate that a stronger tendency to believe in paranormal phenomena is associated 
with greater difficulty in discriminating upright face signals from non-face noise, which cannot be explained by biases to favour one 
interval over another or slight differences in the proportion of first-interval trials displaying the signal. 

4. Discussion 

This study investigated whether there is a relationship between the tendency to believe in paranormal phenomena and a sensitivity 
to discriminate meaningful patterns from noise. Based on previous studies showing paranormal believers are more inclined to report 
the presence of signal in noise (Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki et al., 2014; van Elk, 2013; van Elk et al., 2016), we hypothesised 
that if this reflects a perceptual difference (rather than a response bias), a reduced sensitivity to discriminate signals from noise would 
be observed. Consistent with this hypothesis, we show that participants with stronger beliefs in paranormal phenomena are less 

Fig. 3. People’s tendency to believe in paranormal phenomena negatively correlates with their sensitivity to discriminate upright faces from non- 
face noise. Sensitivity is shown separately for upright and inverted face trials. 95% prediction and confidence intervals are plotted. 
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sensitive to discriminating face signals from non-face noise, suggesting differences in perceptual experience are linked to differences in 
beliefs. 

A lower sensitivity to discriminate ambiguous face signals from similar looking noise suggests that paranormal believers experience 
their environment differently to sceptics. Previous studies have suggested a hypersensitivity of paranormal believers to perceive 
patterns in noise, however, these studies have typically employed ‘yes/no’ tasks that are confounded by a potential bias (or reduced 
criterion) to report a signal being present when uncertain (Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki et al., 2014; van Elk, 2013; van Elk et al., 
2016). By forcing participants to choose a Mooney face from a similar looking non-face distractor, our study eliminated this possible 
bias and could verify perceptual sensitivity. Thus, our study makes a significant advance over previous research, by disentangling 
differences in perceptual sensitivity from biases to report the presence of a meaningful signal when forced to guess. 

While our results of reduced sensitivity to discriminate signal from noise are consistent with the idea that paranormal believers 
treat noise as meaningful information (Barrett, 2004; Blackmore & Moore, 1994; Guthrie, 1995) and may experience “perceptual 
hallucinations” from noise (Barrett, 2000; Blackmore & Moore, 1994; Gianotti et al., 2001; Krummenacher et al., 2010; van Elk, 2013; 
van Elk et al., 2016), an alternative account is that believers find our task more difficult due to a weakened sensitivity to detect face 
information and as a result make more guesses. Unfortunately, our study cannot adjudicate on whether errors from our participants 
arise from false alarms or misses, as both signal and noise are present in each trial. However, related studies using signal detection 
analysis on yes/no task data report an increase in false alarm rates for paranormal believers (e.g., Riekki et al., 2013; van Elk, 2013). 
While this may reflect a response bias, these studies do not report fewer hits or more misses, which might otherwise indicate higher 
detection thresholds. Indeed most studies report that paranormal believers show a reduced criterion to acknowledge the presence of a 
signal (Blackmore & Moore, 1994; Blackmore & Trościanko, 1985; Bressan, 2002; Brugger, 2001; Brugger et al., 1990; Gianotti et al., 
2001; Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki et al., 2013; Riekki et al., 2014; van Elk, 2013; van Elk, 2015; van Elk et al., 2016; van 
Prooijen et al., 2018; Willard & Norenzayan, 2013; Wiseman et al., 2003; Wiseman & Watt, 2006). Nonetheless, the present data alone 
cannot clarify whether believers are more prone to perceptual hallucinations of faces in noise or worse at detecting faces altogether but 
do suggest a difference in perceptual experience. 

Our finding of reduced perceptual sensitivity in paranormal believers is consistent with predictive coding accounts of perception 
that suggest beliefs and perceptual experience are inextricably linked (Clark, 2013; Dayan et al., 1995; Friston et al., 2012; Gregory, 
1980; Hohwy, 2013; Rao & Ballard, 1999; von Helmholtz, 1866). Predictive coding models state that the brain makes sense of noisy 
sensory input based on prior beliefs and expectations, which in turn drives a cycle that reinforces one’s beliefs (Fletcher & Frith, 2009; 
Hohwy, 2013; von Helmholtz, 1866). When sensory evidence is weak, the brain is thought to rely more on prior beliefs to generate 
percepts. Thus, perception has be described as a “controlled hallucination” (Clark, 2013). 

In recent years, predictive coding accounts of perception have been used to explain the positive symptoms of psychosis (Adams 
et al., 2013; Corlett et al., 2009; Fletcher & Frith, 2009; Sterzer et al., 2018). It is posited that an overweighing of prior beliefs relative 
to sensory information generates false perceptions, leading to drastic effects on the patient’s worldview, which characterises psychotic 
states (i.e., delusions and hallucinations). Importantly, a tendency to hold paranormal beliefs is a common feature of psychosis (e.g., 
Thalbourne, 1994) and is strongly correlated with delusion proneness (e.g.,Pechey & Halligan, 2011; Pechey and Halligan, 2012) and 
schizotypy in healthy participants (i.e., a nonclinical analogue of positive psychotic symptoms) (Eckblad & Chapman, 1983). Research 
on hallucination proneness also suggests a bias to report faces in noise (Abo Hamza et al., 2021; Mavrogiorgou et al., 2021; Partos et al., 
2016; Rolf et al., 2020; Stuke et al., 2021). Given that psychotic symptoms have also been associated with poor discrimination between 
signal and noise (e.g., confusion between perception and imagination (Brébion et al., 2008), disrupted self–other differentiation 
(Hemsley, 1998), our present findings offer support for current models of psychosis and may have implications for clinical psychiatry. 

Finally, our sample was comprised primarily of female undergraduate students. As age, gender, and education are factors mediating 
paranormal beliefs (Aarnio & Lindeman, 2005; Fahrenberg & Cheetham, 2007; Vitulli et al., 1999), future studies with a more 
generalizable sample will prove insightful. Similarly, our study reports a relatively small effect size and did not look at factors that 
covary with paranormal beliefs. For instance, a growing body of evidence shows that individual differences in perception can be linked 
to different personality traits (Antinori et al., 2017; Partos et al., 2016), mood (Sterzer et al., 2011), and cultural background (Kitayama 
et al., 2003; Nisbett & Miyamoto, 2005). These factors are known to influence paranormal ideation also, so future studies should be 
aimed to examining whether beliefs per se are driving the results. 
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